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By Kerri Maniscalco

Capturing The Devil Release Date
In the shocking finale to the bestselling series that began with Stalking Jack the Ripper, Audrey Rose and
Thomas are on the hunt for the depraved, elusive killer known as the White City Devil. A deadly game of
cat-and-mouse has them fighting to stay one step ahead of the brilliant serial killer---or see their fateful
romance cut short by unspeakable tragedy.
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Capturing The Devil Epub
Audrey Rose Wadsworth and Thomas Cresswell have landed in America, a bold, brash land unlike the
genteel streets of London they knew. But like London, the city of Chicago hides its dark secrets well.
When the two attend the spectacular World's Fair, they find the once-in-a-lifetime event tainted with
reports of missing people and unsolved murders.
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Capturing The Devil Spoilers
Determined to help, Audrey Rose and Thomas begin their investigations, only to find themselves facing
a serial killer unlike any they've heard of before. Identifying him is one thing, but capturing him---and
getting dangerously lost in the infamous Murder Hotel he constructed as a terrifying torture device---is
another.
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Capturing The Devil Book
Will Audrey Rose and Thomas see their last mystery to the end---together and in love---or will their
fortunes finally run out when their most depraved adversary makes one final, devastating kill?
9/10/19 UPDATE:
good morning and welcome to the world, little book. the last five years of writing these stories and
getting to know these characters have been the best, but now itâ€™s time for me to say goodbye and
send Thomas and Audrey Rose off.
i absolutely adore this conclusionâ€“it ends where it all began for me. what you thought you knew
about a killer in Stalking Jack the Ripper might just be another mystery waiting to be solved. i hope
youâ€™ve loved the hints iâ€™ve dropped along the wayâ€¦
Stalkin

9/10/19 UPDATE:

good morning and welcome to the world, little book. the last five years of writing these stories and
getting to know these characters have been the best, but now itâ€™s time for me to say goodbye and
send Thomas and Audrey Rose off.
i absolutely adore this conclusionâ€“it ends where it all began for me. what you thought you knew
about a killer in Stalking Jack the Ripper might just be another mystery waiting to be solved. i hope
youâ€™ve loved the hints iâ€™ve dropped along the wayâ€¦
Stalking Jack the Ripper intros the world and players.
Hunting Prince Dracula finds them in a castle much like Holmesâ€™ Murder Hotel.
Escaping From Houdini was an emotional journey into Hell.
And now Audrey Rose and Thomas are finally Capturing the Devil theyâ€™ve been hunting. Or, at least
theyâ€™re trying to.
as you join me in solving the final Stalking Jack the Ripper mystery, please remember one thing:
Beyond life, beyond death, my love for thee is eternal, dear reader.
thank you, thank you, thank you for going on another adventure with me.
xoxo
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9/8/19 UPDATE:
there are now TWO days left until pub!! which means there's only one day left to get your CTD pre-order
prizes:
US readers snag them here: https://bit.ly/2O07rcZ
INTL readers have an option here: https://bit.ly/2kvHd3X
AHHHH SO CLOSE NOW!!!!
9/4/19 UPDATE
i did my first virtual book launch last night!! if you missed it, no worries! you can still watch it (and order
signed books) for the next 30 days! i'll also pop in and answer and series/publishing questions in the
comments.
https://talkshop.live/stream/1999
SIX DAYS LEFT, FRIENDS!!!!!!

8/26/19 UPDATE
today is the last day to pre-order a personalized copy of CTD from Mysterious Galaxy bookstore (they
do ship INTL!), so please snag yours if you were waiting for a personalized copy! xoxo
https://www.mystgalaxy.com/Maniscalco...
8/13/19 UPDATE:
to celebrate the ONE MONTH mark until pub day (!!!), i released the official CAPTURING THE DEVIL book
trailer on my social media and website! i hope you enjoy it!!! xoxo
7/18/19 UPDATE:
the PREORDER PRIZES have been announced!! details and FAQ here:
https://kerrimaniscalco.com/2019/07/1...
6/5/19 UPDATE:
I currently have TWO chapter samplers up for grabs on my Instagram account! Contest ends on June
10th! (This will likely be the only giveaway I host due to limited supplies.)
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UPDATE:
COVER REVEAL is scheduled for Monday! (4/29/19)
I'm also releasing an ENTIRE CHAPTER. 11 am EST. xoxo
***
1/8/19 UPDATE:
i've released the second quote from CAPTURING THE DEVIL on my IG, tumblr, and twitter. (Facebook
and my website will follow.) it's the first Cresswell quote. hope you enjoy! xoxo
***
1/7/19 UPDATE: the official synopsis is here!!!! also??? the release date has been pushed up to
September 10th!!!
***
i'm SO excited to share this final adventure with you!! its scheduled release date is 9/26/19 and there
will be a cover reveal, full synopsis, and other fun announcements early in the New Year.
for now, i'm finishing up this draft and enjoying every second of it. xoxo
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Capturing The Devil Excerpt
Does this book have a title? No
Does it have a synopsis? No
Cover? No
Have I even finished the second book? No
Am I shaking with anticipation for this fourth instalment? HELL YES I AM
THEY JUST ANNOUNCED THERE WILL BE A FOURTH BOOK!!!!!!
Me:
.
..
...
....

CAN WE JUST HAVE A NEVER ENDING SERIES???
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Capturing The Devil Box
NOW AVAILABLE!
Stalking Jack the Ripper: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
Hunting Prince Dracula: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
Escaping from Houdini: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
Becoming the Dark Prince: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
Capturing the Devil: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
"Shall we see about solving another gruesome murder, my love?" -Thomas Cresswell, confirmed angel

If you hear sobbing around the world on September 10th, it's likely due to the fact that Capturing the
Devil released and we're all having to say goodbye to Thomas Cresswell... I mean, the series. Yes, totally
the series. It's no secret that I jumped on
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Capturing the Devil: ðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸðŸŒŸ
"Shall we see about solving another gruesome murder, my love?" -Thomas Cresswell, confirmed angel

If you hear sobbing around the world on September 10th, it's likely due to the fact that Capturing the
Devil released and we're all having to say goodbye to Thomas Cresswell... I mean, the series. Yes, totally
the series. It's no secret that I jumped onboard the Stalking Jack the Ripper series fashionably late, but
I'm so glad that I decided to finally give these a try, and it was really nice to be able to binge them all
back to back without waiting for years between releases. ðŸ™ƒ My relationship with these books has
been tumultuous, so you can be assured I'm not blowing smoke by recommending this installment, as I
have been brutally honest about my feelings toward each book as I've read them. Minor spoilers in the
remainder of the review for the previous books in the series.
When I began Stalking Jack the Ripper, I was sorely disappointed due to the fact that the culprit is
evident from the beginning of the book. Many, MANY fans encouraged me to keep going, and that the
rest of the books were a huge improvement from the first, which they were right about. I found myself
the oddball out in finding my favorite installment (and now possibly tied with this one) being Escaping
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from Houdini, maybe because I love books set on cruise ships, traveling carnivals, and over-the-top
drama. Each book seems to give us a case that is pertinent to that installment, while also giving us some
sort of twist pertaining to the overall arc of the series, and I love this!
Going into Capturing the Devil, I had some ideas about how things would wrap up. Having read the
author's notes in the afterward of each novel, I gleaned that she was writing these books based off of
popular conspiracy theories sprinkled with historical facts, which makes for an engrossing read. IMO,
there aren't enough engaging historical mysteries in the YA realm, and the author does a fine job of
creating an oppressive, haunting atmosphere in each setting, so much so that the setting is a character
itself. There was a nice little twist at the end; it will shock some and others might say "I knew it all along!"
Either way, the beauty of this tale is that it isn't dependent on this twist, due to the fact that we have a
hardcore heroine with the wickedest cane in the world, a tender romance that has been tested by time
and trials, and a satisfying wrap-up to give everyone the fuzzies.
This series is definitely one that you want to read in order, and even though I had a rocky beginning, I'm
glad that I invested the time and energy into knowing these characters and solving the mysteries.
*Many thanks to the publisher for providing my review copy!

...more

[9/12/19] Goodbye, Thomas
Goodbye, Audrey Rose
Goodbye, Liza
Goodbye, Uncle Jonathan
Goodbye, Mephistopheles
Goodbye to the series that means so much to me that there are no words in the world to describe it.
Goodbye, Stalking Jack the Ripper
*************
[9/10/2019] - [9/10/2019] - POP QUIZ! Anybody recognize this voice?

*************
HAPPY BOOK BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*************
The book trailer is out!!!!
*************
ONLY 71 MORE DAYS!
*************
YOU GUYS THOMAS IS GETTING HIS OWN NOVELLA. I
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Goodbye, Thomas
Goodbye, Audrey Rose
Goodbye, Liza
Goodbye, Uncle Jonathan
Goodbye, Mephistopheles
Goodbye to the series that means so much to me that there are no words in the world to describe it.
Goodbye, Stalking Jack the Ripper
*************
[9/10/2019] - [9/10/2019] - POP QUIZ! Anybody recognize this voice?

*************
HAPPY BOOK BIRTHDAY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
*************
The book trailer is out!!!!
*************
ONLY 71 MORE DAYS!
*************
YOU GUYS THOMAS IS GETTING HIS OWN NOVELLA. I HAVE OF COURSE PRE-ORDERED IT
*************
FRIENDS WHO ARE GOING TO BEA, I am willing to trade a limb for a (signed if possible) chapter sampler
of this, which will be at BEA. If you get your hands on one and are willing to trade for it, message me. I
am willing to trade it for just about anything!
*************
Okay, but what is Audrey Rose holding on the cover? Also, DO YA'LL SEE THE RING ON HER FINGER?
AUUUUUUUUGHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!! ICaN'tEveN!!!!
*************
welp, apparently they're not doing ARCs for this one. now, i'm sad
*************
OMG! It's about the Murder Hotel!!! FSDHFJKHFJDSHFJSKDF
*************
OMG! WE HAVE A COVER! THIS IS NOT A DRILL! WE HAVE A COVER!!
*************
Cover reveal is in Monday!!!!!!! Eeekkk!! https://kerrimaniscalco.com/2019/04/2...
*************
I wish I could sum up the emotion I am feeling. I mean this is the last book in my favorite series. I am
excited and heartbroken at the same time.
| Goodreads | Blog | Twitch | Pinterest | Buy this book | Reddit
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Capturing The Devil Pre Order
The third book isnâ€™t even out yet and Iâ€™m already over here dying for book #4
Welp. I officially donâ€™t have words. This was an epic roller coaster of feels and I loved every single
page of it.
Full review to come.
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Capturing The Devil Signed
4/29/19
Still don't love the cover model, but, from the second half alone, this is my favorite cover for the series
--I hope at the end, regardless of whoever they have to take down in this book, we get to see Audrey and
Thomas as married. I love them both so much and I want to know they're going to be happily solving
crimes together for the rest of their lives.
A cover!!!! ðŸ˜•
And thereâ€™s a title! ðŸ™ŒðŸ•»ðŸ™ŒðŸ•»
Is it 2019 yet? Iâ€™m ready for this bad boy after finishing the last book!
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Capturing The Devil James Patterson
ok but like I need more than four books
update: THAT FUCKING COVER OH MY GOD
THERE IS A TITLE.
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
I donâ€™t care. All I care about is the proper care and treatment of Thomas Cresswell. HE DESERVES
BETTER.
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